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BlueMorph:

A New Ultraviolet Tank Sanitizing Design
Laboratory studies show delivery system may be the future of cellar sanitation

PHOTOS: ALEX FARREN

T H I S M O N T H , A C O M P A N Y called BlueMorph out of Oakland, California earns my highest accolades. Backed by a modern design and certifiable
field trials, BlueMorph offers a new ultraviolet (UV) sanitation product that
promises to challenge traditional tank sanitation protocol. Not only does it
provide high levels of sanitation, but UV affords wineries huge water savings,
uses no chemicals and requires no special training for the cellar staff.
Today, sanitation engineers in the pharmaceutical and food industries, and
literally thousands of municipal water districts, will attest to its effectiveness.
UV sanitation is not new; and since the turn of the century, there has not
been a problem with the science, but at issue for use of the technology in
the wine industry has always been the lack of proper application—starting
with equipment design and sizing, the correct light intensity and the perfect
location in a tank for maximum kill or lethal doses. Leave it to an outsider
looking in to solve the puzzle.
I first met BlueMorph founder and chief executive officer Alex Farren, a
young man with a portfolio of analytical chemistry and toxicology degrees,
in Sacramento while he was promoting his invention at the Unified Wine &
Grape Symposium. Years earlier he had participated in a harvest and noted
the excessive labor and water wasted when cleaning the insides of tanks and
developed BlueMorph as a result. I told him at the show to call me when he
had real numbers to back up his product’s effectiveness, and he has not disappointed. Every day his tank cleaning system continues to produce amazing
results, all with independent laboratory or in-house winery documentation.
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At 264 nanometers UV light destroys nucleic acids and disrupts the
DNA within the organism.

The Team
With his training and science background, Farren was already familiar with
UV sanitation in the laboratory environment. After constant urging from
his winemaker friend and co-founder, Chris Russi, he started researching
the types and sizes of mercury vapor lights he might need to sanitize much
larger vessels. The answer was found in Germany, a leader in UV sanitation
technology for European water systems, where the necessary lights could
be sourced. With availability established, the next step was to confirm the
optical science could work inside a stainless wine tank.

Dr. Noah Bareket, another co-founder, is a
scientist with 30 years of experience in optical
design and mechanical/software engineering
within the aerospace, semiconductor and biomedical industries. He served as chief scientist
for adaptive optics programs at Lockheed and
later as director of engineering at KLA-Tencor,
helping nanoelectronic manufacturers manage
production. Fortunately, Bareket also works as a
consultant, and his task from Farren was to establish the UV requirements, beyond laboratory
scale, for the inside of a tank of almost any size.

The Science
Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI) uses
short-wavelength UV light to kill or inactivate
microorganisms, such as bacteria, molds and
viruses. Also know as UVC, it is particularly
effective in the 260 to 265 nanometers (nm)
range and works by breaking molecular bonds
within these microorganisms. Specifically, it
destroys nucleic acids, thereby disrupting the
DNA and leaving the bacteria/germs unable to
perform vital functions, such as reproduction.
Bacteria destruction is accomplished entirely
inside the cell, not using high temperatures
from the outside, chemicals or excessive water.
Germicidal UV is produced by high-efficiency,
mercury-vapor lights. The effectiveness of
the ultraviolet treatment is a function of the
amount of 264 nm wavelength light and the
length of exposure (time) when irradiating the
environment. What is also interesting is that UV
intensity, overall effectiveness and area coverage
will increase substantially simply by reflection.
Think the inside of a stainless wine tank.
The key to bringing this technology to the wine
industry was establishing the computer-based
algorithms required to handle all the variables:
from tank shapes to interior dimensions and
distances, as well as the correct distribution of
UV light, intensity and duration required to kill
bacteria and germs. This is now programmable
for individual tanks at any winery.
Time is also an important factor. A 3,000gallon tank will take about three minutes to
sanitize, a 25,000-gallon tank will take roughly
30 minutes while a 200,000-gallon tank will take
approximately 90 minutes. The larger the tank,
the more bulbs used.
With this knowledge, the last step was to find a
designer to “house” the correct number and size
of bulbs in a hand-operated, portable package
that weighs around 35 pounds. Farren wanted
cellar workers to be able to move easily from
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tank to tank, set the correct parameters (timers) on a touch-screen for any
size tank and walk away. The answer was from manufacturer Tom Beard
Company. I would not say Tom Beard walks on water, but in custom winery
equipment and installation he definitely walks on wine.
Starting as a designer at Mondavi in 1975, his crush pad and automated
production equipment have since been installed at most major facilities in
the western United States. Beard’s barrel washer systems can easily span 80
feet long and process up to 850 barrels in a seven-hour shift. Just as easy they
might be a manual design for two barrels using steam.
Beard’s UV design is for a totally self-contained system on a push cart that
houses the electronics, and includes the sanitizer and a protective transport
case. The sanitizer is hinged and spring-loaded. It enters the tank folded in
half via the lowest manway. Once inside, it is secured to the outer lip of the
manway and opens simply by using a lanyard to raise and lower the upper
vertical lights. The lights need to be on both the horizontal and vertical
planes for maximum diffusion. It is simplicity at its best.
Beard said he felt he was looking at “the future of tank cleaning, especially
when compared to all the deficits of standardized industry cleaning.” Apparently he was not alone—so were his close friends at Jackson Family Wines.
It was then I found they had been early advocates of Farren’s concept, to the
extent they provided funds to help with development.
I thought it was fortuitous when I received their invitation to visit corporate headquarters for a private sit-down to review their findings. I have been
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in similar situations before but not often do these meetings result in sharing
proprietary test results. It is nice when a group with such horsepower is
willing to help promote a technology within our industry.

The Tests
Jackson Family Wines has taken steps to become a proactive industry leader
in sustainability, with renewal energy strategies and purchases. In 2011, they
received a Green Power Leadership Award from the Environmental Protection Agency. Most recently, they have incorporated solar energy storage
technology with batteries from Tesla Motors, so it makes perfect sense for
them to look to BlueMorph UV technology for additional green savings.
I met with Julien Gervreau, senior sustainability manager, and Randy
Ullom, SVP, winemaster and chief enterprise innovation officer for Jackson
Family Wines.
“We are always looking for the next best thing, and then it becomes a team
project,” said Gervreau. “From cellar input to laboratory to finance, we were
looking for a cleaning system that would reduce labor (at minimum) and
maintain our current degree of sanitation but reduce water usage, a serious
concern in California wine country.”
Cellarmaster Dan Botelho had no problems training his crew. With
more than 200 tanks of varying sizes with more than 100,000 gallons, the
crew simply rolls and installs the UV unit to a tank, enters the inventory
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Treatment Name

Tank #

Tank Site
Sampled

Total Microbial Load*
PrePostPre-Treatment
Treatment
Treatment
(Log10)
(CFU)
(CFU)

Ceiling
H2O Rinse + Steam

1

Caustic + H2O Rinse + PAA + H2O Rinse

H2O Rinse + UVC

2

G13

Caustic + H2O Rinse + PAA + H2O Rinse

G12

58

1.76

11

% CFU
Reduction

Log10
Reduction

81.0

0.7

PostTreatment
(Log10)
1.04

Wall

51

1.71

3

0.48

94.1

1.2

Floor

596

2.78

59

1.77

90.1

1.0

Ceiling

22

1.34

5

0.70

77.3

0.6

Wall

21

1.32

2

0.30

90.5

1.0

Floor

423

2.63

2

0.30

99.5

2.3

Ceiling

44

1.64

3

0.48

93.2

1.2

Wall

112

2.05

3

0.48

97.3

1.6

Floor

1,179

3.07

2

0.30

99.8

2.8

Ceiling

13

1.11

2

0.30

84.6

0.8

Wall

58

1.76

6

0.78

89.7

1.0

Floor

1,262

3.10

13

1.11

99.0

2.0

*Includes yeast, bacteria, and mold

SOURCE: JACKSON FAMILY WINES

Caustic + H2O Rinse

Tank Site

H2O Rinse + Steam
(Tank 1)

Ceiling

81.0

+ PAA + H2O Rinse
(Tank 2)
77.3

Wall

94.1

Floor

90.1

H2O Rinse + UVC
(Tank G13)

Caustic + H2O Rinse

93.0

+ PAA + H2O Rinse
(Tank G12)
84.6

90.5

97.3

89.7

99.5

99.8

99.0

The results of the Jackson
Family Wines barrel
sanitation tests, comparing
four methods, including
Ultraviolet Germicidal
Irradiation.

SOURCE: JACKSON FAMILY WINES

number of that tank into the PLC and the process begins. The laboratory
results were beyond expectation, and their benchmark water savings target
showed an incredible 70 percent reduction. Total energy usage was less than
running a 15 HP pump for a spray ball. Since then, other facilities, such as
those used by Diageo, Constellation Brands, Rodney Strong Vineyards
and Francis Ford Coppola Winery, have registered similar results.
It was then time to review the findings of an independent laboratory’s
side-by-side comparisons on the effectiveness of UV versus a typical sanitizer
protocol.
I spoke with Robert Tracy, president of BevTrac, the laboratory services
company that specializes in winery sanitation audits (microbiological troubleshooting), assessment and remediation. A major part of their services
is the development and implementation of on-going sanitation programs,
documentation, training and support. They had been contracted by Hall
Wines of St. Helena, California to test the BlueMorph UV.
In 2009, Hall Wines was recognized as the first winery in the state of California to earn LEED Gold for its fully sustainable facility. Everything is based
on green responsibility, from HVAC systems to ponds, tank cooling, radiant
flooring, to a wide range of production efficiencies. Since then, they have
received a second Gold Certification so it was consistent for them to consider
the effectiveness of UV sanitation in terms of water and energy savings.
Tracy described the methodology of the trial as follows: “Different
tanks were emptied of wine and quickly rinsed. Next pre-treatment,
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microbiological plating samples were collected from the ceiling, walls and
floors. The tanks then underwent appropriate sanitation protocol testing,
using steam, peracetic acid (PPA) and UVC light. Post-treatment swabs were
collected and processed at the laboratory. Finally, the survivability or percent
of colony forming units and Log-10 reduction of microbe populations were
determined and compared.”
According to Tracy, “When comparing the data, UVC was the most effective sanitizer at reducing microbial loads on the ceiling, walls and floor of
the tanks.” As a bonus, they found, beyond the initial tank rinse, the water
savings paid for the cost of a BlueMorph UV unit.

Maintenance
There is not much a winery will need to do in terms of maintenance, other
than protect the mercury-vapor bulbs. The unit has no moving parts,
lubrication or maintenance requirements; and as long as the waterproof
electronics case is not compromised, you simply store the entire unit away.
If need be, the bulbs and ballasts are from Germany and readily available
for purchase through BlueMorph UV. Beyond that, all electronics are from
Allen-Bradley. If a bulb should break, it is encased in a Teflon sleeve to
prevent any contamination inside a tank. The unit comes with a two-year
warranty, and wineries can expect up to 12,000 hours of working light per
bulb. A replacement bulb is about $500.

25% - 50% WATER SAVINGS
• TBC Barrel Washer –
Saves 50% water over manual
spray ball use.
Current Financing Available.
• TBC Recycling System
Retrofit & Heat Exchanger –
Replaces one rinse cycle and
adjusts wash cycle for savings
of nearly 50% water use.
• TBC High Pressure Pump
Upgrade –
(For machines 2004 and older)
Upgraded system creates low
volume / high pressure water
and saves 25% water use.

CALL TODAY for a consultation
707-573-3150 www.tombeard.com

What’s Cool:
Every year I hear plenty of claims about “the latest in winery technology.”
As a technical writer, however, it is my job to seek out qualified equipment
design; and as the winemaker’s friend, I look for empirical evidence. From
what I have seen and heard from the people who compiled the test results,
the BlueMorph UV system is worthy of serious consideration for any size
winery. As always, though, contact fellow winemakers for their opinion.
As mentioned, UV is most common in medical sanitation and sterile
working facilities. Today most people think of UV sanitation in terms of
water treatment. Of note, a huge percentage of water sanitation systems in
Europe are already UV-treated, as is the world’s largest, a potable ultraviolet
disinfection facility which opened outside New York City in 2013 and treats
2.2 billion gallons of water per day.
Finally, it is interesting to hear that Farren has secured worldwide patent
rights for his invention and the descriptor is for “vessels.” You now have a
means to sanitize everything, from cellar wine tanks, to semi-tankers of bulk
wine transfer, to subway and train cars in Tokyo.
For more information contact: Alex Farren at 925-808-8104 or
www.bluemorphuv.com. WBM
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